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I am currently at UF but I will be moving to FSU in the Fall.
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AbstractAbstract
•• The various Moore’s law The various Moore’s law trendlinestrendlineswill soon hit a will soon hit a 

number of fundamental physical limits.number of fundamental physical limits.
–– E.g.E.g., the fundamental thermodynamic limit (, the fundamental thermodynamic limit (kkBB lnln 2) on 2) on 

entropy generated per irreversible bitentropy generated per irreversible bit--erasure event.erasure event.
•• Any possibleAny possiblenanocomputing technology based on the nanocomputing technology based on the 

usual usual irreversible irreversible logic paradigm logic paradigm mustmustobey this limit!obey this limit!
–– And it directly limits computer performance per unit power.And it directly limits computer performance per unit power.

•• To continue powerTo continue power--performance improvements beyond performance improvements beyond 
the next 20the next 20--30 years will require a near30 years will require a near--complete complete 
migration to a mostly migration to a mostly reversiblereversiblecomputing paradigm.computing paradigm.
–– This is, by definition, the This is, by definition, the only only possible alternative!possible alternative!

•• The Reversible Computing Project at UF & FSU is The Reversible Computing Project at UF & FSU is 
developing integrated CMOS/MEMS chips to developing integrated CMOS/MEMS chips to 
demonstrate the practicality of reversible computing in demonstrate the practicality of reversible computing in 
nearnear--term, ultraterm, ultra--lowlow--power applications.power applications.

ABSTRACT:  Moore's Law will hit a fundamental brick wall in roughly 20 years (if not sooner), as device sizes 
approach the nanometer scale, and bit energies concurrently approach a lower bound of ~100 kT required for 
reliability. As one consequence, a 100W processing node with 10^8 gates (as exist today) could never run faster than 
~2.4 THz if these bit energies are to be entirely dissipated on each cycle into a room-temperature environment. Note 
that this represents only about 10 doublings (or 15-20 Moore's Law years) in power-performance beyond present-day 
processors.

Moreover, not only standard CMOS, but also *any possible* nanocomputing technology that 
remains based on the traditional "irreversible" computing paradigm suffers from this same sort of constraint on power-
performance. Irreversible logic, by definition, relies on continual erasure of old logic outputs, overwriting them with 
new ones.  The energy dissipated per bit-erasure can be reduced to no less than ~.7kT, even in the best case of a 
degenerate nano-device in which the erasure is carried out via an isothermal compression of the phase space.

Clearly, in order for there to be any hope of continuing power-performance improvements beyond 
the near future, we need to seriously consider what is, by definition, the only possible alternative to irreversible 
computing: reversible computing. In reversible computing, we *decompute* unwanted bits, rather than erasing them, 
which allows us to carry out bit transitions adiabatically via ballistic processes, with losses potentially <<kT. 
Reversible computing imposes some overhead in terms of logic hardware complexity, but it *improves* overall 
system cost-efficiency whenever the cost of energy, and/or cooling constraints, are dominant limiting factors on 
performance. Moreover, cooling becomes an increasingly stringent limiter of  moderately tightly-coupled parallel 3D-
mesh computations, as the problem size increases.

Contrary to some widespread myths, reversible computing violates no laws of physics, nor does it 
render computer design inordinately more difficult. Conversion of traditional logic designs to mostly-reversible ones 
can be mostly automated, although hand-optimization can still achieve even higher efficiency in many cases. 
Reversible computing does require high-Q ballistic devices to carry out most energy transfers, and in the SRC-funded 
reversible computing project at UF, we are presently designing custom RF MEMS resonators to serve this role in near-
term reversible CMOS processors.

BIO:  Mike Frank's studies of reversible computing began in the world's first nanotechnology 
class, taught at Stanford in 1988 by the pioneer K. Eric Drexler. In 1995 at MIT, Mike designed one of the first 
universal DNA computers, and found it had to be reversible for fundamental thermochemical reasons. Turning to 
more practical electronic technology, Mike and his fellow students created the world's first fully-reversible processors 
in CMOS VLSI: Tick, Flattop, and Pendulum. Since graduating from MIT in 1999, Mike has been working at the 
University of Florida to construct the foundations of a new discipline of Nanocomputer Systems Engineering that 
takes reversible computing into account. He also teaches courses on computer architecture and the physical limits of 
computing.
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Moore’s Law Moore’s Law –– Devices per ICDevices per IC
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The literal statement of Moore’s Law is that the number of transistors per chip doubles 
every 18-24 months.  As we can see from the data in this chart, since the first planar 
transistors were fabricated in 1959, the number of transistors per chip in processors has 
increased on average by 57% per year, which corresponds to a doubling every 18 
months on average.
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Minimum Feature Size TrendsMinimum Feature Size Trends
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Of course, this trend is enabled by exponentially decreasing transistor sizes.  In this chart 
derived from the 1999 ITRS roadmap, we see that since 1959 we have come halfway (in 
orders of magnitude) between the thinkness of a human hair and the size of an atom.  If 
the trends continue we will hit atom size by about 2040 or so; clearly we cannot scale 
functional devices below that point.  In order for transistors per unit area to continue 
increasing, we will have to start building up layers of devices in the 3rd dimension.  But 
this leads to serious problems in getting rid of waste heat.
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Trend of minimum transistor switching energy
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Trend of Minimum Switching EnergyTrend of Minimum Switching Energy

In fact, the only reason that the waste heat hasn’t been a severe problem already is that 
transistor switching energies have also been decreasing exponentially as devices get 
smaller.  Here we see minimum energy data derived from the ’99 ITRS roadmap.  It is 
expressed in terms of the room-temperature thermal energy, which also corresponds 
roughly to the number of bits worth of entropy that are generated when that energy is 
dissipated to heat.  Of course, it is an absolute certainty that we will never be able to 
encode a bit of logical information in less than 1 bit’s worth of physical information, so 
this line absolutely must level off at 1 bit’s worth of energy or .7 kT.  However, this 
energy need not be dissipated– instead it can be recycled, that is the point of reversible 
computing.  If we don’t recycle it, then the curve will level off, and power-performance 
can’t improve any further.  In fact, the past trend of decreasing energy hasn’t been fast 
enough to keep power dissipation from becoming an increasing problem.
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Guntheret al., “Managing the Impact of Increasing Microprocessor Power 
Consumption,” Intel Technology Journal, 1st quarter 2001.

Microprocessor Power TrendsMicroprocessor Power Trends

This chart from Intel illustrates how the actual power dissipation of microprocessors has 
been trending upwards over the decades.  It is not uncommon today to see newly 
released microprocessors with power dissipation levels well in excess of 100 Watts!  If 
the energy trend levels off, these curves will increase even more steeply if we continue 
increasing processor performance as quickly as we have been in the past, and we don’t 
decrease the fraction of bit energies that is decreased with each operation, which is what 
we want to do in reversible computing.
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Landauer’sLandauer’s(1961) Principle:(1961) Principle:
The Minimum Energy Cost of Bit ErasureThe Minimum Energy Cost of Bit Erasure
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Back to the physical limits on computing now.  

Let’s give an example of the reasoning behind one of these relationships 
between fundamental physics and information processing.  This one is the motivation 
for reversible computing and was discovered in 1961 by Rolf Landauer of IBM research.  
Landauer considered the minimum possible physical entropy generation that might 
result from the erasure of 1 bit of known information.  Although Landauer used a more 
involved argument, the drawing here suffices to prove his point. There are 2 possible 
logical states of the bit in question, together with some numberN of distinguishable 
physical states of the rest of the computer, for a total of 2N distict states of the entire 
machine.  The unitary, one-to-one nature of time evolution in quantum mechanics 
guarantees that the number of distinct states of a closed system is exactly conserved.  
Therefore, after the logical bit is erased, there are still 2N states of the machine.  There is 
the same total amount of variability, but it now must all reside in the rest of the machine.  
If the information is not logically present, it must be in the form of unknown physical 
information, or entropy.  Since the number of states of the rest of the machine was 
multiplied by 2, the amount of entropy (which is the logarithm of the state count) is 
increased by an addition of log 2.  A log 2 amount of entropy is (ln 2) times as large as 
Boltzmann’s constant k.  To release k(ln 2) entropy into an environment at temperature T
requires committing kT(ln 2) energy to the environment, by the very definition of 
temperature.  Thus, information erasure ultimately implies a minimum energy 
expenditure proportional to the temperature of the environment. Note that cooling the 
system to a low temperature T can not help since the entropy must still eventually get 
out to the environment, incurring a dissipation of k ln 2 times the temperature of the 
environment.
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Reliability Bound on Bit EnergyReliability Bound on Bit Energy
•• To reliably store (latch) a bit of data with less than 1 error iTo reliably store (latch) a bit of data with less than 1 error in n NN

repetitions requires that:repetitions requires that:
–– In the equilibrium microstate distribution, when latching, the nIn the equilibrium microstate distribution, when latching, the number of umber of 

accessible microstates leading to the correct stored bit value saccessible microstates leading to the correct stored bit value should be hould be NN
times the number leading to the incorrect bit value.times the number leading to the incorrect bit value.

•• ∴∴ There should be There should be ��EE
��

kkBBTT lnln NN energy difference between energy difference between storagestorage--cell cell 
states having the correct and incorrect bit values, at the time states having the correct and incorrect bit values, at the time of latching, in a of latching, in a 
device at temperature device at temperature TT..

–– This follows directly from the This follows directly from the BoltzmannBoltzmanndistribution.distribution.
•• If and whenIf and whenthis energy gets this energy gets dissipateddissipatedby the device, this would lead to an by the device, this would lead to an 

characteristic entropy increase of characteristic entropy increase of ��SS= log = log NN = = kkBB lnln NN..

•• Example:Example: Reliability factor of Reliability factor of NN=10=102727 (1 error in a 10(1 error in a 1099 device device 
processor running for ~30 years at 1 GHz)processor running for ~30 years at 1 GHz)
–– Associated entropy: Associated entropy: log 10log 102727 == kkBB lnln 10102727 �� 6262kkBB = 8.6= 8.6××1010−−2222 J/KJ/K
–– Energy that must be dissipated into a roomEnergy that must be dissipated into a room--T T (300 K) environment:(300 K) environment:

kkBB(300 (300 K)lnK)ln 10102727 = 2.6= 2.6××1010−−1919 JJ (or (or 260 260 zJzJ).  Sounds small, but).  Sounds small, but……
–– If this much energy were dumped by each device at a frequency ofIf this much energy were dumped by each device at a frequency of 1 GHz, 1 GHz, 

the total power dissipated by the entire 10the total power dissipated by the entire 1099--device processor is device processor is ¼¼ WW..
–– Can have at most Can have at most 4 million4 million such processors within a 1 MW power budget.such processors within a 1 MW power budget.
–– Maximum speed: 4Maximum speed: 4××10102424 devicedevice--cylescyles/sec., or 40 EFLOPS/sec., or 40 EFLOPS

•• Assuming 1 FLOP requires 100,000 deviceAssuming 1 FLOP requires 100,000 device--cycles.cycles.

Here is another even more imminent limit on bit energies that will apply if traditional 
switching techniques are used.  This is the bound due to the need to latch bits reliably in 
the presence of thermal noise.  The Boltzmann distribution (or appropriate quantum-
statistical distribution) determines the minimum energy difference between two states in 
order for their probabilities of occupancy to differ by a given factor.  If this energy 
difference is dissipated to heat when erasing a bit, this leads to a corresponding amount 
of dissipation of kT ln N, where N expresses the number of latching operations that can
be performed in between errors.  For example, a typical desirable error rate of 1 in 1027

leads to an entropy generation of about 60k which corresponds to 260 zeptoJoules or 
about 1.6 electron volts.  This sounds small, but it leads to an absolute minimum of ¼ 
Watt of power for a billion-transistor processor switching at a Gigahertz.  This translates 
to a maximum power-performance of only about 40 TFLOPS per Watt assuming each 
FLOP takes 100,000 such latching operations.
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Reliability Bound ExampleReliability Bound Example
•• Store a bit by raising an energy barrier to isolate Store a bit by raising an energy barrier to isolate 

electrons on a electrons on a nanonano--island (w. discrete spectrum).island (w. discrete spectrum).
–– Probability of trapping an extra electron in a cell at Probability of trapping an extra electron in a cell at ��EE

is is 1/(1+e1/(1+e��E/kTE/kT) ) �� ee−�−�E/kTE/kT.  (Fermi.  (Fermi--DiracDirac distribution.)distribution.)

Fermi sea

Fermi level

Nano-node

�E

Fermi sea

Fermi level

Raise
barrier

Large reference node

Semi-
occupied
cell

Here we imagine raising a potential energy barrier (say via a nearby electrode, or via 
introducing a spatial gap between conductors) between a nanoscale island an a large 
reference electrode.  If the island is small its energy spectrum will be discretized (it will 
be a quantum dot) and we can consider storing bits in the occupancy numbers of 
individual single-electron states or “cells” as I call them.  (Actually there would be two 
degenerate cells at each energy level, one spin-up and one spin-down, although we could 
do level-splitting using a magnetic field if we liked.)  Anyway, if the cell in question 
ends up with energy delta-E above the Fermi level, then the Fermi-Dirac distribution 
tells us its probability of occupancy.  If we wanted it to be unoccupied and it turns out 
occupied, this is an example of a thermal noise error.  Again we see delta-E has to be 
order kT ln N if 1/N is the probability of error.
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What Exactly Does this Imply?What Exactly Does this Imply?

•• The reliability bound indeed lowerThe reliability bound indeed lower--bounds the bounds the 
energy difference between correct and incorrect energy difference between correct and incorrect 
states states at the time that a bit is first storedat the time that a bit is first stored,,
–– The “simple, dumb” way to erase a bit is to remove The “simple, dumb” way to erase a bit is to remove 

the barrier, which dumps this energy on the floor…the barrier, which dumps this energy on the floor…
•• But, this is not the only possible way to erase a But, this is not the only possible way to erase a 

bit.  The bit.  The kTkT lnln NN energy energy need not need not be dissipated.be dissipated.
–– More cleverly designed erasure mechanisms can More cleverly designed erasure mechanisms can 

reduce the energy dissipation to approach the von reduce the energy dissipation to approach the von 
NeumannNeumann--LandauerLandauerbound of bound of kTkT lnln 22
arbitrarily closely, without sacrificing reliability.arbitrarily closely, without sacrificing reliability.

This slide speaks for itself.
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Cheap Bit ErasureCheap Bit Erasure
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well
down-
wards

Step #0:Initial state: We have a stored bit 
that may well be in the high-energy state.

bias force

Step #1:Apply a bias force to the storage cell to lower the cell’s 
energy level to match the reference node’s Fermi level.

Relatively high occupancy

Here’s an example of how we do it.  Suppose we have a cell with a relatively high 
probability of being occupied that has an energy of delta-E relative to the Fermi level.  If 
we just lowered the barrier we would dissipate order kT lnN energy.  But instead, we 
first apply a bias force to the island (with a nearby electrode) so as to align the energy of 
the cell in question with the Fermi level of the reference electrode.  Then…
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Cheap Bit Erasure, cont.Cheap Bit Erasure, cont.
lower

barrier

tunneling

tunneling

�E

Gradually
bias cell
upwards

raise
barrier
again

Step #2:Lower the potential energy barrier; cell 
occupancy equilibrates w. Fermi surface (50%).

Step #3:Gradually up-bias the cell energy; this isothermally
compresses the electron gas out of the cell.

bias force

Step #4:Now re-raise the potential energy barrier to 
isolate the now almost-certainly-unoccupied cell.

Entropy
generated
�S� kB ln 2

…we lower the barrier enough for tunneling to occur through it.  This randomizes the 
cell contents but does not dissipate any energy except that the 1 bit’s worth of known 
information in the bit now becomes entropy, if it was not entropy already.  Now, we can 
un-bias the cell, allowing its energy to gradually return to the previous high level.  If we 
do this slowly enough so that there is non-negligible tunneling through the barrier, the 
cell occupancy will stay at equilibrium with the states outside. At the end, the cell 
occupancy will be at a low value due to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, at which point we 
re-raise the barrier to stop tunneling and lock it in.  In this process we have effectively 
isothermally compressed the electron gas into the smaller phase-space volume available 
to it when the cell is excluded.  This is equivalent to the isothermal compression step in 
the Carnot cycle.  The adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics guarantees that such a 
process dissipates asymptotically zero energy in the limit as the process is performed 
more slowly.  So, the only free-energy loss was in the step where our bit was 
randomized – in this step, 1 bit’s worth of entropy was generated.  As we compress this 
entropy out of the system it must go to the external environment and so we must 
dissipate kT ln 2 energy to the environment in order to do this.
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Reversible ComputingReversible Computing
•• A A reversiblereversibledigital logic operation is:digital logic operation is:

–– Any operation that performs an invertible (oneAny operation that performs an invertible (one--toto--one) one) 
transformation of the device’s local digital state.transformation of the device’s local digital state.

•• Landauer’sLandauer’sprinciple only limits the energy efficiency of principle only limits the energy efficiency of 
ordinary ordinary irreversibleirreversible(many(many--toto--one) logic operations.one) logic operations.
–– Reversible logic operations can dissipate much less energy, Reversible logic operations can dissipate much less energy, 

•• Since they can be implemented in a thermodynamically reversible Since they can be implemented in a thermodynamically reversible way.way.

•• In 1973, Charles Bennett (IBM Research) showed how In 1973, Charles Bennett (IBM Research) showed how 
any desired computation can in fact be performed using any desired computation can in fact be performed using 
only only reversible operations (with no bit erasure).reversible operations (with no bit erasure).
–– This opened up the possibility of a vastly more energyThis opened up the possibility of a vastly more energy--efficient efficient 

alternative paradigm for digital computation.alternative paradigm for digital computation.

•• After 30 years of sporadic research, this idea is finally  After 30 years of sporadic research, this idea is finally  
approaching the realm of practical approaching the realm of practical implementabilityimplementability……
–– Making it happen is the goal of the Making it happen is the goal of the RevCompRevCompproject at UF.project at UF.

Now, can even this kT ln 2 energy dissipation be avoided?  It can, but only if we avoid 
losing track of known bits and thus turning them into entropy.  We can avoid this if we 
stick to reversible operations only, which transform the local digital state in a one-to-one 
fashion.  Bennett of IBM showed in ’73 that doing this does not preclude you from still 
doing any desired digital computation, although it does increase algorithmic complexity 
(in device-cycles) in some circumstances.  Today the idea is finally starting to near the 
realm of practicality, and that’s what we’re trying to do in our project – show that it’s 
practical for near-term applications.
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Adiabatic CircuitsAdiabatic Circuits
•• Reversible logic can be implemented using fairly ordinary Reversible logic can be implemented using fairly ordinary 

voltagevoltage--coded CMOS VLSI circuits.coded CMOS VLSI circuits.
–– With changes to the logicWith changes to the logic--gate/circuit architecture.gate/circuit architecture.

•• We avoid dissipating circuit node energies when We avoid dissipating circuit node energies when 
switching, by transferring charges in an switching, by transferring charges in an adiabaticadiabatic(lit. (lit. 
“without flow of heat”) fashion.“without flow of heat”) fashion.
–– I.e.I.e., asymptotically thermodynamically reversible., asymptotically thermodynamically reversible.

•• There are many designs for purported “adiabatic” circuits There are many designs for purported “adiabatic” circuits 
in the literature, but most of them contain fatal flaws.in the literature, but most of them contain fatal flaws.
–– Many designers are unaware of (or accidentally fail to meet) allMany designers are unaware of (or accidentally fail to meet) all

of the requirements for true thermodynamic reversibility.of the requirements for true thermodynamic reversibility.

In our project, we implement reversible computing using traditional CMOS devices, in a 
technique known as Adiabatic Circuits.  There has been a lot of literature on this subject 
since the early 90’s.  (It first started being explored in the ’80s.)  
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Conventional Logic is IrreversibleConventional Logic is Irreversible

•• Logic gate behavior (upon receiving new input):Logic gate behavior (upon receiving new input):
–– Performs manyPerforms many--toto--one transformation of local state!one transformation of local state!
–– ∴∴ required to dissipate required to dissipate kkTT, by Landauer principle, by Landauer principle
–– Incurs Incurs ½½CVCV22 energy dissipation in 2 out of 4 cases.energy dissipation in 2 out of 4 cases.

Just before
transition:

After
transition:

in out in out
0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1

in out

Example:

Static CMOS Inverter:

Transformation of local state:

It is important to realize that even traditional one-to-one Boolean operations such as 
NOT are many-to-one as they are traditionally implemented, because they overwrite 
their last output on every cycle.  So with an inverter, when a new input comes in but the 
output has not yet had time to change, there are briefly 4 possible states of the device.  
The operation of this device compresses the logical state space down to only two stable 
states.  So, we know that at least 1 bit’s worth of entropy needs to be generated in this 
process.  In fact it is the two transitions that change the output bit that are dissipative; ½ 
CV2 energy is dissipated in these cases.
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Conventional Conventional vs.vs.Adiabatic ChargingAdiabatic Charging

•• Conventional charging:Conventional charging:
–– Constant voltage sourceConstant voltage source

–– Energy dissipated:Energy dissipated:

•• Ideal adiabatic charging:Ideal adiabatic charging:
–– Constant current sourceConstant current source

–– Energy dissipated:Energy dissipated:

V
C

Q=CV

R CI

Q=CV

t

RC
CV

t

RQ
RtIE 2

2
2

diss ===
2

2
1

diss CVE =

Note: Adiabatic beats conventional by advantage factor A = t/2RC.

For charging a capacitive load C through a voltage swing V

So now, what is the difference between conventional and adiabatic charging.  
Conventionally we switch a bit by connecting it to a constant-voltage reference node at 
the desired voltage.  It is easy to show that ½ CV2 energy is dissipated in this process, 
where V is the voltage difference and C is the node capacitance. This is independent of 
the resistance of the switch or the speed of the transition.  In ideal adiabatic charging, we 
use a constant-current source instead, and then the dissipation through a resistive 
charging path scales down as the charging time is increased (since the current is 
decreased, and the power goes down as the square of the current).  So you can see that 
the power is less than conventional by the factor t/2RC.
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Adiabatic Switching with Adiabatic Switching with MOSFETsMOSFETs

•• Use a voltage ramp to approximate Use a voltage ramp to approximate 
an ideal current source.an ideal current source.

•• Switch conditionally,Switch conditionally,
if MOSFET gate voltage if MOSFET gate voltage 
VVgg > > VV++VVTT during ramp.during ramp.

•• Can discharge the load later using a similar ramp.Can discharge the load later using a similar ramp.
–– Through the same, or a different path.Through the same, or a different path.

tt RCRC ��

tt RCRC ��

t

RC
CVE 2

diss →

2
2
1

diss CVE →

Exact formula:

given speed fraction
s :≡ RC/t

( )[ ] 2/1
diss 11 CVessE s −+= −

Athas ’96, Tzartzanis ‘98

Now, in practice we approximate the ideal current source by using a variable voltage 
source that ramps up between two voltage levels over a time t.  This gives 
approximately the same result.  These variable-voltage signals are what we need our 
external resonator for.
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Requirements for True Adiabatic LogicRequirements for True Adiabatic Logic
•• Avoid passing current through diodes.Avoid passing current through diodes.

–– Crossing the “diode drop” leads to irreducible dissipation.Crossing the “diode drop” leads to irreducible dissipation.

•• Follow a “dry switching” discipline (in the relay lingo):Follow a “dry switching” discipline (in the relay lingo):
–– Never turn on a transistor when Never turn on a transistor when VVDSDS �� 0.0.
–– Never turn off a transistor when Never turn off a transistor when IIDSDS �� 0.0.

•• Together these rules imply:Together these rules imply:
–– The logic design must be logically reversibleThe logic design must be logically reversible
–– Transitions must be driven by a quasiTransitions must be driven by a quasi--trapezoidal waveformtrapezoidal waveform

•• It must be generated resonantly, with high It must be generated resonantly, with high QQ

•• Leakage power should also be kept manageable.Leakage power should also be kept manageable.
–– Because of this, the optimal design point will Because of this, the optimal design point will notnot necessarily necessarily 

use the smallest devices that can ever be manufactured!use the smallest devices that can ever be manufactured!

Important
but often
neglected!

Now, in order for a logic circuit to be truly adiabatic, you have to follow certain rules.  
First, never pass current through diodes, so, you have to avoid bipolar transistors, for 
example – field-effect transistors only!  Next, you have to follow a “dry switching” 
discipline as the old relay electronics people used to call it. To prevent sparking and 
corrosion on contacts, you never turn on a switch when there is a voltage across it, and 
never turn it off when there is a current through it.  Many of the so-called “adiabatic” 
circuits you find in the literature actually break the second rule and so are not truly 
adiabatic.  Anyway, together these rules imply that the logic design has to be reversible 
(since there is no way to erase information under these constraints), and it also turns out 
you need a voltage waveform that has flat tops and bottoms (is quasi-trapezoidal) 
because otherwise you’ll never be able to turn off a transistor since there will always be 
a current through it (except for infinitesimal moments).  Finally, the voltage waveform 
needs to be generated resonantly, with high Q.  Leakage power consumed by nominally 
turned-off transistors also needs to be kept low, and I believe that because of this the 
scaling of devices will soon halt.  The optimal devices will not necessarily be the 
smallest ones we can manufactured, since these have high leakage rates.
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A Simple Reversible CMOS LatchA Simple Reversible CMOS Latch

•• Uses a standard CMOS Uses a standard CMOS transmission gatetransmission gate(T(T--gate)gate)
•• Sequence of operation:Sequence of operation:

(1) input level initially matches latch ‘contents’ (output);(1) input level initially matches latch ‘contents’ (output);
(2) input changes(2) input changes→→output changes; (3) latch closes, output changes; (3) latch closes, 

charge is stored dynamically (floats); (4) input signal charge is stored dynamically (floats); (4) input signal 
can now be removedcan now be removed

P

P

in out

Before Input Input
input: arrived: removed:
in out in out in out
a a a a a a

b b a b

Here’s an illustration of how to build an adiabatic latch in CMOS.  We can do it with an 
ordinary transmission gate.  Initially the input and output nodes are at the same level and 
the gate is on.  Then the input gradually transitions to the desired level.  Then we hold 
the input steady while we gradually turn the gate off.  Then we can retract the input 
(restore it to some standard state representing “no information”), and the data is latched 
into place.  By reversing this sequence of operations we can adiabatically “unlatch” the 
information.
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2LAL: 22LAL: 2--level Adiabatic Logiclevel Adiabatic Logic

•• Use simplified TUse simplified T--gate symbol:gate symbol:
•• Basic buffer element: Basic buffer element: 

–– crosscross--coupled Tcoupled T--gates:gates:
•• need 8 transistors to need 8 transistors to 

buffer 1 dualbuffer 1 dual--rail signalrail signal

•• Only 4 timing signals Only 4 timing signals φφ00--33 areare
needed; only 4 ticks per cycle:needed; only 4 ticks per cycle:
–– φφii rises during ticksrises during tickstt �� ii (mod 4)(mod 4)
–– φφii falls during ticks falls during ticks tt �� ii+2 (mod 4)+2 (mod 4)

TN

TP

T

:≡

in

out

φ1

φ0

0  1  2  3 …
Tick #

φ0
φ1

φ2
φ3

A pipelined fully-adiabatic logic invented at UF (Spr. 2000),
implementable using ordinary CMOS transistors.

2

(implicit
dual-rail

encoding)

Anyway here is a simple adiabatic logic scheme, here demonstrated using ordinary 
CMOS transistors, that is based on a new operation paradigm we discovered in Spring of 
2000 (called input-barrier, clocked-bias latching).  For convenience, we use Hall’s 
electroid (switch) symbol, which can be implemented in CMOS with a parallel 
nFET/pFET pair (transmission gate).

There is a basic clocked buffer element consisting of a pair of cross-
coupled switches.

This logic scheme is more economic than many previous ones because it 
requires only 4 global timing signals, really just 4 different phases of a single waveform.  
These are shown in the timing diagram.  The top and bottom portions must be flat for at 
least a full tick.  The shape of the transitions is arbitrary (though the slope should be 
finite everywhere and should scale down with increasing tick length).
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2LAL Cycle of Operation2LAL Cycle of Operation

in

in→1

in=0

φ0→1

φ0→1

φ1→0

φ1→1

out→1

out=0

φ0→0

φ0→0

in→0
φ1→1

out→0

Tick #0 Tick #1 Tick #2 Tick #3

Here is the cycle of operation of the buffer gate in the 2LAL scheme.  Initially, all 
signals are low (red, 0) and the switches are off.  Then in tick 0, the input transitions to 1 
(at the same time as phi_0), and the output switch turns on, or not (input conditionally 
lowers barrier).  Now in tick 1, phi_1 goes high (unconditional bias) taking the output 
with it, or not.  This turns on the reverse switch, or not.  (If so there is no dissipation 
since the input is at the same level as phi_0.)  In tick 2, the input is retracted from its 
source (and also simultaneously by phi_0 in the upper case), turning off the output 
switch (unconditional barrier raising).  Now the output information is latched into place.  
Finally in tick 3 phi_0 reverts to its low state which does not affect anything inside the 
circuit but prepares us to be able to turn on the forward switch again in the next cycle.  
Meanwhile, the next gate in the chain restores the output to the zero level.  (This 
particular gate is intended to be used as part of a pipeline of similar gates.)
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2LAL Shift Register Structure2LAL Shift Register Structure

•• 11--tick delay per logic stage:tick delay per logic stage:

•• Logic pulse timing and signal propagation:Logic pulse timing and signal propagation:

in@0

φ1

φ0

φ2

φ1

φ3

φ2

out@4

φ0

φ3

inN

inP

0  1  2  3  ... 0  1  2  3  ...

��������

Animation:

Here is how to build a shift register of 2LAL buffers: Just connect them together with 
incrementing phases on successive clock signals.  A pulse introduced at the input will 
propagate down the chain, 1 stage per tick.  If CMOS transmission gates are used for 
switches, then dual-rail logic must be used.
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More Complex Logic FunctionsMore Complex Logic Functions
•• NonNon--inverting Boolean functions:inverting Boolean functions:

•• For inverting functions, we must use a quadFor inverting functions, we must use a quad--rail rail 
logic encoding:logic encoding:
–– To invert, justTo invert, just

swap the rails!swap the rails!
•• ZeroZero--transistortransistor

“inverters.”“inverters.”

A

B

φ

A

AB

A B

φ

A∨B

AN

AP

AN

AP

A = 0 A = 1

How about more complex functions?  Again, series/parallel combinations of input-
controlled switches will do the job.  (Forward parts shown.)  However, one must 
remember that information on internal nodes (such as the A output of the left circuit) 
must also be retracted by subsequent gates.  Inputs that are not echoed in the output (e.g. 
B in both these examples) must be retracted seperately by some other circuit.

The easiest way to do inverting functions is to use a dual-rail encoding: a 
pulse on one wire represents 0, while a pulse on another represents 1. (Quad-rail 
encoding is shown since this is needed if switches are implemented using CMOS 
transmission gates.)  Then a NOT gate is just a renaming of rails.  Dual-rail has the 
further advantage of allowing the total magnitude of back-reactions on the resonant 
driver to be data-independent.
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A Graphical Notation for 2LALA Graphical Notation for 2LAL

Here is a graphical notation we are using for 2LAL elements as we build our prototype 
circuits in Cadence.

(a) Fundamental to 2LAL is the CMOS transmission gate, a parallel nFET/pFET pair 
whose control signal P is implicitly always a dual-rail pair of active-high (N) and active-
low (P) logic signals.  (b) A 4-transistor 2LAL buffer for dual-rail pulsed signals 
consists of two parallel transmission gates controlled by the input, passing a power-
clock signal �t- mod 4 and (implicitly in this drawing) its complementary, 180°-out-of-
phase signal �(t-+2) mod 4.  The semantics is that if in pulses before tick #t, out will 
pulse @t (at tick #t), else it will stay at its initial level (arranged to be F).  (c) An 8-
transistor adiabatic delay element that moves an input pulse @t−1 to an output pulse @t.  
(d) Delay elements with subsequent tick numbers can be chained to make a shift register 
for input pulses.  (e) An AND gate for pulses (8 transistors) consists of two transmission 
gates in series, and its internal node must be explicitly recognized as an extra output to 
maintain reversibility.  (f) An 8-transistor OR gate for pulses consists of simultaneous 
transmission gates in parallel.  (g) a zero-delay, zero-transistor, non-amplifying NOT 
bubble is implemented using quad-rail signaling; logic signal A is implemented as a pair 
of pulse signals, A=0 and A=1.  A simple renaming of wires suffices to translate A=0 to 
~A=1 and A=1 to ~A=0.  (h) When fed a quad-rail input signal, an AND gate icon 
denotes a 16-transistor parallel pair of an AND and an OR (to compute AB=0 pulse).  
For all the logic gates, inputs may be consumed, if desired, by adding @t−1 reverse 
buffer elements, like in the delay element c.
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Reversible and/or Adiabatic VLSI Chips Reversible and/or Adiabatic VLSI Chips 
Designed @ MIT, 1996Designed @ MIT, 1996--19991999

By Frank and other then-students in the MIT Reversible Computing group,
under CS/AI lab members Tom Knight and Norm Margolus.

So anyway, using another (more complicated, and buggy) adiabatic logic style, my collaborators 
and I built these reversible chips at MIT (under Tom Knight and Norm Margolus) to demonstrate that the 
architectural problems of reversible logic are straightforward to solve.  Tick (by myself and Scott Rixner) 
was a simple non-adiabatic microprocessor implemented in standard CMOS that nevertheless 
implemented a logically reversible machine-language instruction set, as a proof-of-concept and basis for 
comparison with fully-adiabatic circuits. FlatTop (me, Nicole Love, Carlin Vieri, Josie Ammer) was the 
first scalable, universal, fully-adiabatic reconfigurable processor, capable of efficiently simulating 2D and 
3D reversible circuits of arbitrary complexity when tiled in large arrays.  (FlatTop works by simulating in 
SCRL the Margolus BBMCA cellular automaton which itself simulates Fredkin’s BBM billiard ball model 
of reversible computing which itself simulates reversible logic networks composed of Fredkin gates, 
which themselves can simulate arbitrary reversible CAs – the simulation is so indirect that it is not very 
efficient, but it is universal for reversible CAs with “only” constant-factor overhead.  Anyway it is just a 
proof of concept.)  XRAM (Carlin, Josie) was an adiabatic memory with a reversible interface (though I 
have since invented far more efficient ones), and Pendulum (Vieri, with ISA mods from me) was a 
complete, fully-adiabatic, MIPS-style microprocessor.

This chip-design work (the Pendulum project, DARPA-funded under the Scalable 
Computing Systems Program) demonstrated that reversible logic is by no means incompatible with 
traditional styles of computer organization.  It only requires a fairly minor translation of traditional 
architectural methods.

However, this work begged the question: Can reversible computing ever really be cost-
effective?  Can the overheads of reversible and adiabatic operation ever be outweighed by their energy 
savings?

It was the goal of my subsequent research to answer this question, using a principled 
systems-engineering methodology.
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Minimum Losses w. LeakageMinimum Losses w. Leakage
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One limit on the energy dissipation of adiabatic circuits is due to energy leakage.  This 
happens via several mechanisms in CMOS including thermally-activated subthreshold
conduction and tunneling.  Any structured system will have some non-zero residual rate 
of entropy generation to the environment.  Anyway, whatever the rate Pleak of energy 
leakage is, if we also now the energy coefficient (ratio between energy and frequency) in 
the technology, we can derive an optimal frequency for minimum energy dissipation per 
operation.  If we wish to go beyond this point, we must decrease the leakage rate.  Doing 
this will eventually require making devices larger rather than smaller!  (If we stick with 
standard CMOS devices.)
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Adiabatic vs. Conventional Power vs. Frequency
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Input parameters for an example scenario:
• Device on/off ratio (max./leakage current) of 108.
• Adiabatic hardware overhead factor of 4.

Results of analysis:
• Maximum performance gain is ~1,000at 

a power level of ~7×10−8 of full throttle.

Now, slowing down devices in order to save energy may sound impractical.  But in fact, 
if power constraints are a limiting factor on performance, it can actually allow us to run 
faster!  Here’s why.  In conventional technology, power goes down only linearly with 
frequency.  But in adiabatic technology, it goes down quadratically.  So if we have a 
fixed power constraint per-device, corresponding to a horizontal line on the chart, you 
see that the adiabatic technology does not have to be slowed down as much as the 
conventional one.  The point is that in the long run, power will become more and more 
of a limiting factor on performance as we can afford to build more and more devices but 
we cannot power them at their maximum frequency!  The power constraint per device 
will move lower and lower as we assemble greater numbers of devices.  The adiabatic 
approach becomes more and more beneficial, limited only by leakage which therefore 
must be addressed, for example by keeping devices large enough so that it is negligible.
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Adiabatic Performance BoostAdiabatic Performance Boost
•• Approx. performance gain factorApprox. performance gain factor

of adiabatics, given power level is:of adiabatics, given power level is:
•• Where:Where:

–– PPg,fullg,full = = EEg,swg,swffmaxmax= “Full throttle” switching power per logic gate,= “Full throttle” switching power per logic gate,
•• EEg,swg,sw = = CVCV22 switching energy per logic gateswitching energy per logic gate
•• ffmaxmax = “Full throttle” switching frequency 1/= “Full throttle” switching frequency 1/RCRC of gatesof gates

–– PPg,maxg,max = Maximum allowed power dissipation per gate, imposed by= Maximum allowed power dissipation per gate, imposed by
constraints on application’s power and/or cooling systemconstraints on application’s power and/or cooling system

–– OOadiaadia = Hardware overhead factor of adiabatic logic design= Hardware overhead factor of adiabatic logic design
–– PPg,lkg,lk = Leakage power dissipation per gate in given technology= Leakage power dissipation per gate in given technology

•• This is maximized when This is maximized when PPg,maxg,max= = PPg,lkg,lk(2(2OOadiaadia −− 1)1), in, in
which case we have: which case we have: 
–– where where RRon/offon/off = = IIonon//IIoffoff ==PPfullfull //PPlklk

•• This is >1 when This is >1 when 
16 16 OOadiaadia((OOadiaadia−−1) < 1) < RRon/offon/off of transistor technologyof transistor technology
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This is the analysis behind the previous slide.  I skipped this in my talk.
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Example UltraExample Ultra--LowLow--Power ScenarioPower Scenario
•• Technology scenario:Technology scenario:

–– ITRS hp65 (65 nm halfITRS hp65 (65 nm half--pitch) technology node (expect ~2007).pitch) technology node (expect ~2007).
•• Application scenario: Application scenario: 

–– 1Mgate processor chip (1Mgate processor chip (e.g.e.g.TI’sTI’s C6000 line of GHz C6000 line of GHz DSPsDSPs))
–– Requirement for Requirement for 

��
100 100 µµW processor power dissipationW processor power dissipation

•• Leakage per NAND gate in hp65: ~13 Leakage per NAND gate in hp65: ~13 pWpW..
–– ∴∴ chip would dissipate  ~13 chip would dissipate  ~13 µµW even at zero frequency!W even at zero frequency!

•• Irreversibly switching NAND gateIrreversibly switching NAND gate’’ s output takes 250 s output takes 250 aJaJ..
–– 1Mgate chip dissipates 250 1Mgate chip dissipates 250 pJpJper clock cycleper clock cycle

•• 87 87 µµW switching power constraint W switching power constraint �� max. freq. ~350 kHz!max. freq. ~350 kHz!
–– Max. NAND transition rate = 23 GHz, slowdown ~66,000 Max. NAND transition rate = 23 GHz, slowdown ~66,000 ××

•• Adiabatic solution:Adiabatic solution: Using overhead factor 4Using overhead factor 4××
–– Run clock at 35 MHz instead of 350 kHz (Run clock at 35 MHz instead of 350 kHz (100100×× faster!)faster!)

•• But note this is still 660 times slower than max transition freqBut note this is still 660 times slower than max transition frequency.uency.
–– ∴∴ each switching op dissipates only ~1/660each switching op dissipates only ~1/660thth the the CVCV22 energyenergy

•• Or, ~1/160Or, ~1/160thth even after the 4even after the 4×× logic overhead is includedlogic overhead is included
–– Leakage power: ~50 Leakage power: ~50 µµW, switching power: ~50 W, switching power: ~50 µµW.W.

A numerical example.  Speaks for itself.
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Adiabatics vs. Voltage ScalingAdiabatics vs. Voltage Scaling
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• Technology:
• TSMC 0.18µm
(a few years old)

• Optimum benefit 
obtained at:

• 6.3 pW/device
• 50× speedup!

• Adiabatic:
• 12 MHz @ 1.8V

• Conventional:
• 250 kHz @ .24V

Up to
50×
faster!

• Maximum speedup
can be increased
arbitrarily by using
higher-threshold
devices (and/or low
operating 
temperatures).

(The true effective adiabatic 
curve may be shifted  �
right somewhat, due to 
hardware overheads.)

Maximum frequency vs. power dissipation for adiabatic (upper line) vs. 
conventional voltage scaling.Results based on an optimization analysis using a 
standard device model for the TSMC 0.18µm process technology.  At low power levels, 
the conventional voltage-scaling approach suffers from reduced drive current (increased 
effective channel resistance) at low supply levels, which limits the maximum operating 
frequency to a level that is at most roughly proportional to power.  In contrast, the 
adiabatically switched device can continue to be operated at the recommended voltage 
of the technology (1.8 V), while performance falls off more slowly, roughly with only 
the square root of the power drop.  Near the left of the figure, you can see that by the 
time we reach an ultra-low-power level of 6.3×10−12 W (10 pW) per device, near the 
lower limit set by leakage power, the adiabatic device is running at ~50× the 
conventional one’s frequency (12.7 MHz vs. 260 kHz) in this particular analysis. 
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MEMS Resonator ConceptMEMS Resonator Concept
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For discussion, see the MLPD ’04 paper.
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The Power Supply ProblemThe Power Supply Problem

•• In adiabatics, the factor reduction in energy In adiabatics, the factor reduction in energy 
dissipated per switching event is limited to (at dissipated per switching event is limited to (at 
most) the most) the QQ factor of the clock/power supply.factor of the clock/power supply.

•• Electronic resonator designs typically have low Electronic resonator designs typically have low 
QQ factors, due to considerations such as:factors, due to considerations such as:
–– Energy overhead of switching a clamping power Energy overhead of switching a clamping power 

MOSFET to limit voltage swing of an MOSFET to limit voltage swing of an LCLC circuit. circuit. 
–– Low coil count of integrated inductors.Low coil count of integrated inductors.
–– Unfavorable scaling of inductor Unfavorable scaling of inductor QQ with frequency.with frequency.

•• Our solution: Our solution: 
–– Use electromechanical resonators instead!Use electromechanical resonators instead!
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MEMS/NEMS ResonatorsMEMS/NEMS Resonators

•• State of the art of technology demonstrated in lab:State of the art of technology demonstrated in lab:
–– Frequencies up to the 100s of MHz, even GHzFrequencies up to the 100s of MHz, even GHz
–– QQ’s >10,000 in vacuum, several thousand even in air!’s >10,000 in vacuum, several thousand even in air!

•• Rapidly becoming an Rapidly becoming an 
important technologyimportant technology
for commercial RF for commercial RF 
filters, filters, etc.etc., in , in 
communicationscommunications
SoCSoC(Systems(Systems--onon--
aa--Chip) Chip) e.g.e.g.for for 
cellphonescellphones..

U. Mich., poly, U. Mich., poly, ff=156 MHz, =156 MHz, QQ=9,400=9,400

34 µm

Here is a photo I stole off the web, of a MEMS disc resonator (operates in an 
expansion/contraction vibrational mode, in which there is a node of motion at the center 
support point, for low losses).  Some resonator structures have been experimentally 
validated at frequencies up to hundreds of MHz and even GHz, with Q’s of up to and 
over 10,000 in vacuum, and several thousand even in air.  This is today emerging as a 
real-world commercial technology for embedded systems-on-a-chip for wireless 
communications, e.g., chips in cellphones, which need high-Q resonators to build good 
filters and amplifiers.

Perhaps we could do even better all-electronic resonators using 
superconducting technology, based on some of the superconducting quantum computing 
talks on Friday (multi-GHz systems with Q’s up to 100,000!!)
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The Core ConceptThe Core Concept
•• Imagine a set of charged plates whose horizontal position Imagine a set of charged plates whose horizontal position 

oscillates between two sets of interdigitated fixed plates.oscillates between two sets of interdigitated fixed plates.
–– Structure forms a variable capacitor and voltage divider with thStructure forms a variable capacitor and voltage divider with the load.e load.

•• Capacitance changes significantly only when crossing border.Capacitance changes significantly only when crossing border.
–– Produces nearly flatProduces nearly flat--topped (quasitopped (quasi--trapezoidal) output waveforms. trapezoidal) output waveforms. 
–– The two output signals have opposite The two output signals have opposite phases (2 of the 4 phases (2 of the 4 ��’’ s in 2LAL)s in 2LAL)
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MEMS Resonant Power Supply for MEMS Resonant Power Supply for 
UltraUltra--LowLow--Power Adiabatic CircuitsPower Adiabatic Circuits

•• Part of Part of CISE’sCISE’sReversible & Quantum Computing groupReversible & Quantum Computing group
–– CollabCollab. with Huikai Xie (MEMS, ECE dept.). with Huikai Xie (MEMS, ECE dept.)

•• Goal: Goal: Demonstrate ordersDemonstrate orders--ofof--magnitude improvement in magnitude improvement in 
powerpower--performance efficiency of digital CMOS circuits.performance efficiency of digital CMOS circuits.

–– Based on reversible logic in adiabatic circuits powered by Based on reversible logic in adiabatic circuits powered by 
highhigh--quality custom quality custom microelectromechanicalmicroelectromechanicalresonators.resonators.

•• Funding: Funding: $40K grant from $40K grant from SRC’sSRC’sCrossCross--Disciplinary Disciplinary 
Semiconductor Research (CSR) ProgramSemiconductor Research (CSR) Program

MEMS Designer: 
Maojiao He

VLSI designer: Krishna Natarajan

A.k.a. The “AdiaMEMS” Project

UF CONFIDENTIAL – PATENT PENDING

Some notes:

Adiabatic (thermodynamically reversible) circuits are a technique for low power that 
has been studied within the EE community for some time.  But, the major drawback 
of most adiabatic logic families studied to date is that the inefficiency of 
conventional power supplies severely limits the energy savings that can be achieved.  
We are designing custom MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) resonators that 
are shape-tailored to provide the exact wave shape needed in order to drive adiabatic 
circuits, with a Q (quality) factor in the thousands.  This translates into potential 
energy savings in the logic of hundreds or thousands of times less dissipation than in 
conventional CMOS.  The project uses rigorous principles of reversible computing 
theory, which can be considered an offshoot of computational complexity theory, to 
analyze the design tradeoffs and maximize system-level cost-efficiency in the face 
of power limits, taking into account the space and time overheads imposed by 
adiabatic charging and reversible logic.  We have done a long-term analysis of 
technology trends, together with fundamental limits, which indicates that reversible 
computing techniques will become an absolutely unavoidable physical necessity for 
improving computer power-performance (and thus practical cost-performance) 
beyond the next two or three decades.  Our goal in this project is to demonstrate the 
feasibility of these design principles by using today’s manufacturing technology as 
the basis of a detailed design and feasibility study for an ultra-low-power digital 
signal processor.  We are designing and manufacturing simple prototype parts as a 
proof-of-concept to concretely demonstrate the energy savings that can be achieved 
by these methods. 
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Key Characteristics of ResonatorKey Characteristics of Resonator
•• Goal:Goal: Produce a nearProduce a near--ideal trapezoidal output voltage ideal trapezoidal output voltage 

waveform resonantly, with high waveform resonantly, with high QQ..
•• To be optimized w. logic:  To be optimized w. logic:  Resonant frequency Resonant frequency ff..
•• Key figures of merit:Key figures of merit:

–– Effective quality factor:  Effective quality factor:  QQeffeff = = EEtranstrans//EEdissdiss..
–– Area efficiency: Area efficiency: EEAA = = EEtranstrans//A.A.

•• Key figures of demerit:Key figures of demerit:
–– Maximum transition slope:Maximum transition slope:

ssmaxmax = (= (dCdC//ddtt))maxmax / (/ (��CCmaxmax//��tttranstrans))
–– Fractional capacitance variation:Fractional capacitance variation:

vvCC = = ��CCvarvar / / ��CCmaxmax �Cmax

�ttrans

�Cvar
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First MEMS Technology TriedFirst MEMS Technology Tried

•• MEMS process donated by Robert Bosch corp.MEMS process donated by Robert Bosch corp.
•• It is a thinIt is a thin--film technologyfilm technology

–– Though a multiThough a multi--layer, bulk singlelayer, bulk single--crystal process crystal process 
can be expected to do better.can be expected to do better.

•• Integrated CMOS/MEMS devices will Integrated CMOS/MEMS devices will 
eventually be available in this process.eventually be available in this process.
–– However our initial design was dualHowever our initial design was dual--diedie

•• CMOS side was not mature yet in this processCMOS side was not mature yet in this process

•• Minimum horizontal thickness: Minimum horizontal thickness: = 0.5 = 0.5 µµm m 
•• Minimum horizontal gap size: Minimum horizontal gap size: dd = 0.1 = 0.1 µµmm

UF CONFIDENTIAL – PATENT PENDING
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Some Early Resonator DesignsSome Early Resonator Designs
By Ph.D. student Maojiao He, under supervision of Huikai Xie

sense
comb

drive
comb

Close-up of sense fingers

Another
finger
design
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Analysis of initial MEMS designAnalysis of initial MEMS design
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dmVVb ×< )/110( µ--Bias voltage

--AC component 
of drive voltage

--Resonant frequency

d

Determined by load and 
limited by breakdown voltage 
between sense electrodes [1]

)sin()( tvVtv acpD ω+=

VVp 10=
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--Minimum gap 
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Defined by 
technology md µ1.0=

Decided by damping (air, 

structure) (5,000-10,000)

Required by system

000,5=Q

kHz500�2 ×=ω

--Vibration amplitude From CoventorWare
Simulation mLX st µ48 ==
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Parameter DefinitionsParameter Definitions
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I skipped these supporting analysis slides in my talk.
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sysk --System spring constant

aC --Total actuation capacitance

afA

sfA

--Area of actuation finger

--Area of sensing finger

bW --resonator beam width

bL --resonator beam length

pW

pL

--shuttle plate width

--shuttle plate length

Energy transferred per area and optimizationEnergy transferred per area and optimization
2

( 2( 2 )
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Dissipation in ResonatorDissipation in Resonator
Ways to minimize some major sources of dissipation:Ways to minimize some major sources of dissipation:
•• Air damping:Air damping:

–– Vacuum packaging, small size, or optimize airflowVacuum packaging, small size, or optimize airflow

•• Clamping losses to the substrate:Clamping losses to the substrate:
–– Locate support at a nodal point of vibration modeLocate support at a nodal point of vibration mode
–– Use impedanceUse impedance--mismatched supports to reflect energy backmismatched supports to reflect energy back

•• ThermoelasticThermoelasticdissipation:dissipation:
–– Small sizeSmall size
–– Use high thermal conductivity, stiff materialsUse high thermal conductivity, stiff materials
–– Utilize modes with uniform compression/expansionUtilize modes with uniform compression/expansion

•• Surface loss mechanisms:Surface loss mechanisms:
–– Avoid layered structure at surfacesAvoid layered structure at surfaces

•• Intrinsic material losses:Intrinsic material losses:
–– Prefer singlePrefer single--crystal materialscrystal materials
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Status / Plans for Near FutureStatus / Plans for Near Future
•• A small prototype resonator design was taped out in a A small prototype resonator design was taped out in a 

postpost--CMOS MEMS process (TSMC .35)CMOS MEMS process (TSMC .35)
–– Will be tested this summer.Will be tested this summer.

•• Improved resonator designs afforded by a suitably Improved resonator designs afforded by a suitably 
modified postmodified post--CMOS process flow are being developed.CMOS process flow are being developed.
–– I will briefly review some aspects.I will briefly review some aspects.

•• Next: Next: Obtain funding (or process donation) for Obtain funding (or process donation) for 
fabricating a integrated CMOS/MEMS test chip (~$10k).fabricating a integrated CMOS/MEMS test chip (~$10k).
–– Resonator driving a simple 2LAL shift register or adder pipelineResonator driving a simple 2LAL shift register or adder pipeline

•• Test the various parts separately, & together.Test the various parts separately, & together.
–– Characterize power dissipation using sensitive Characterize power dissipation using sensitive calorimetrycalorimetry

techniques.techniques.
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Huikai Xie
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Gainesville, FL 32611
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CMOS-MEMS Process

These are my colleague’s slides and I went through them fairly quickly.
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OutlineOutline
� Introduction

� CMOS-MEMS Process

� 3-D Sensing and Actuation

� CMOS-MEMS Inertial Sensors

� Summary
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Why DRIE CMOSWhy DRIE CMOS--MEMS?MEMS?
Thin-film micromachining technology
� On-chip electronics integration

� Multiple axis integration

� Size limitation due to residual stress
� ADI, Bosch, Carnegie Mellon, Samsung, 

Sandia, UC-Berkeley

Our approach:

DRIE CMOS-MEMS 
process

� On-chip electronics

� Large mass
Bulk micromachining technology
� Large mass

� No integrated interface circuitry

� Wafer-to-wafer bonding, two-side 
alignment

� Bosch, Draper, JPL, Murata , Samsung
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Why CMOSWhy CMOS--MEMS?MEMS?
�� “Smart” on“Smart” on--chip CMOS circuitrychip CMOS circuitry
�� MultiMulti --vendor accessibilityvendor accessibility
�� ScalabilityScalability
�� Compact sizeCompact size
�� More functions More functions 
�� Low costLow cost

–– MEMS structures can be madeMEMS structures can be made
•• Before CMOS processes (“Before CMOS processes (“prepre--CMOSCMOS”)”)
•• InIn--between CMOS processes (“between CMOS processes (“intermediateintermediate--CMOSCMOS”)”)
•• After CMOS processes (“After CMOS processes (“postpost--CMOSCMOS”)”)
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CMOSCMOS--MEMS ProcessesMEMS Processes

BerkeleyBerkeley
CMUCMU
UFUF
ETHETH

YesYesNoNoGoodGoodVariesVariesPostPost--CMOSCMOS

Analog Analog 
Devices, Devices, 
Inc.Inc.

YesYesYesYesVery Very 
limitedlimited

GoodGoodIntermediateIntermediate--
CMOSCMOS

Sandia Sandia 
National National 
LabLab

NoNoYesYesLimitedLimitedBestBestPrePre--CMOSCMOS

Temperature Temperature 
budgetbudget

ContamiContami--
nationnation

Vendor Vendor 
accessibilityaccessibility

MEMS MEMS 
planarityplanarity
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Sandia National Laboratories iMEMS

www.sandia.gov

� Pre-etched trench to house MEMS structures

� CMP to planarize the wafer for regular CMOS processing

� Wet etch to release MEMS structures

� Need a dedicated production line
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NPN                                         NMOS                Sensor Area

Thox

Nwell Emitter
Base            NSD

BPSG

Sensor Poly

MetPassivations

Courtesy of Mr. John Geen 
of Analog Devices, Inc.

Analog Devices, Inc. BiMEMS

� Form transistors on bare wafers first
� Then deposit and anneal MEMS 

structural materials

� No CMP needed

� Only one interconnect metal layer
� Wet etch to release MEMS structures

� Need a dedicated production line
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Post CMOS-MEMS Process (thin-film)

�No lithography needed

�Integrated CMOS circuitry

�Low parasitic capacitance 
to substrate

�High wiring flexibility

�Curling can be matched

� Curling is still an issue

� Size limitation

� Temperature performance

� No bottom electrode for vertical 
capacitive sensing

Curl matching frame

CMOS
region

microstructural
region

G. Fedder et al., Sensors & Actuators 
A, v.57, no.2, 1996
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Post CMOSPost CMOS--MEMS Process MEMS Process 
(DRIE)(DRIE)
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STS: 12-sec etching
130-sccm SF6, 13-sccm O2, 
23 mT, 600 W coil power,   
12  W platen power;
8-sec passivation
85-sccm C4F8, 12 mT, 600 W 
coil power, 0 platen power.

PlasmaTherm-790: 
22.5-sccm CHF3, 16-sccm 
O2, 100 W, 125 mT for 125 
minutes and then 100 mT for 
10 minutes.
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Post CMOSPost CMOS--MEMS Process MEMS Process 
(DRIE)(DRIE)
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STS: same as Step (a).
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�#$�##µµµµ��
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STS: 130-sccm SF6, 
13-sccm O2, 23 mT, 
600 W coil power,   
and 0 platen power.

(a)

(b)

H. Xie et al, J. MEMS, Vol.11, no.2, 2002
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Electrical Isolation of Silicon

� Electrically isolated 
silicon island

� Electrically isolated 
comb fingers

� Using n-well to improve 
undercut yield

n-well
Al

Oxide
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DRIE CMOS-MEMS Resonators

Resonators

150 kHz
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PostPost--TSMC35 TSMC35 AdiaMEMSAdiaMEMS ResonatorResonator
UF CONFIDENTIAL – PATENT PENDING

Drive
comb

Flex
arm

Sense
comb

Taped out 
April ‘04
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CloseClose--Up View, Drive/Sense CombsUp View, Drive/Sense Combs
UF CONFIDENTIAL – PATENT PENDING
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Side View, Showing Side View, Showing SiSi UndercutUndercut
UF CONFIDENTIAL – PATENT PENDING
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LongLong--Term ProjectionsTerm Projections

For future computational costFor future computational cost--
efficiency improvements potentially efficiency improvements potentially 
available via reversible computingavailable via reversible computing
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The Future of Reversible ComputingThe Future of Reversible Computing

•• What if we model how the hardware algorithm What if we model how the hardware algorithm 
overheads for reversible computing scale?overheads for reversible computing scale?
–– Worst case: Increases with roughly Worst case: Increases with roughly QQ1.61.6

•• Can reversible computing become practical for Can reversible computing become practical for 
generalgeneral--purpose, highpurpose, high--performance computing?performance computing?
–– And not just for ‘niche’ ultraAnd not just for ‘niche’ ultra--lowlow--power apps?power apps?

•• What happens if present technological trends What happens if present technological trends 
continue until fundamental limits are reached?continue until fundamental limits are reached?
–– And, what happens after that?And, what happens after that?

•• We performed an analysis that addresses these We performed an analysis that addresses these 
questions…questions…
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Technological Trend AssumptionsTechnological Trend Assumptions
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Example Example 
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Now, in order to actually make any kind of statement about the timing of the emergence of the usefulness 
of reversibility, we had to make some assumptions about how various raw parameters of the device 
technology would change as a function of time over future decades.  Although obviously it is difficult to 
forecast these developments exactly, there are some strong, steady historical trends, as well as some clear 
limits to these trends, that together allow us to sketch out a technology scaling model with some 
confidence in its approximate correctness.

The upper red line shows the entropy generated per irreversible bit erasure, in units of 
Boltzmann’s constant k.  Today in 0.1-micron CMOS technology, this is about 100 thousand.  
Calculations based on the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors show that the industry 
wants this to decline by 28% per year in the future (historically it has decreased somewhat faster).  At this 
rate, it would reach the absolute thermodynamic minimum of about 0.7k by about the year 2038.

Next, the mahogany line shows average device pitch, or separation between the centers 
of neighboring devices.  This is about 1 micron today if you include space for interconnects.  The standard 
Moore’s Law trend is for pitch to decrease by a factor of 2 every 3 years (so that density doubles every 18 
months).  We assumed that 1 nm (just ~3-4x larger than atomic diameters) is an absolute minimum.  This 
will be reached by about 2033.

The purple line shows clock period, which is about half a nanosecond today and 
decreases at about the same rate as pitch.  The quantum maximum frequency is about half a PetaHertz per 
electron volt, giving a minimum period of about 2 femtoseconds if we assume no more than 1 eV of 
energy per bit.  The maximum voltages achievable across nanometer-pitch or smaller structures are on the 
order of a volt, because molecular structure breaks down at much higher voltages than this.  (Molecular 
ionization energies are on the order of a few eV.)

Finally, the green line shows cost per bit-device.  The cost per device is on the order of a 
thousandth of cent today.  For example, an Intel Itanium 2 microprocessor with 220 million transistors 
probably costs on the order of 2200 dollars or less.  Moore’s Law has cost-per-device decreasing by about 
half every 18 months.  We assume this trend can continue indefinitely, due to improvements in 3D 
nanomanufacturing technology (self-assembly, nanofabrication, etc.), even after the pitch limit is reached.  
We should note that even if cost per device does not continue decreasing after devices reach a minimum 
size, our results will still end up favoring reversible computing.
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Fixed Technology AssumptionsFixed Technology Assumptions
•• Total cost of manufacture:  US$1,000.00Total cost of manufacture:  US$1,000.00

–– User will pay this for a highUser will pay this for a high--performance desktop CPU.performance desktop CPU.
•• Expected lifetime of hardware: 3 yearsExpected lifetime of hardware: 3 years

–– After which obsolescence sets in due to price drops.After which obsolescence sets in due to price drops.
•• Total power limit: 100 WattsTotal power limit: 100 Watts

–– Practical limit for a laptop much quieter than a hairPractical limit for a laptop much quieter than a hair--dryer!dryer!
•• Power flux limit: 100 Watts per square centimeterPower flux limit: 100 Watts per square centimeter

–– Approximate limit of conduction/airApproximate limit of conduction/air--cooling capabilitiescooling capabilities
•• Standby entropy generation rate: 1,000 nat/s/deviceStandby entropy generation rate: 1,000 nat/s/device

–– Arbitrarily chosen, but achievable Arbitrarily chosen, but achievable e.g.e.g.by today’s by today’s DRAMsDRAMs..

In addition to these assumptions about changing technology parameters, we made the following 
assumptions about parameters which are held constant for one reason or another.

We held total manufacturing cost constant at $1,000, on the assumption that individuals 
will always be willing to pay about this much for a desktop computer or laptop.  This figure has not been 
adjusted for inflation.

We hold the expected lifetime of the hardware to be about 3 years, since in this time the 
original machine would have lost most of its original value anyway (specifically, ¾ of it), due to the 
assumed cost trend.

We set a total power limit of 100 Watts, to model the case of a machine that is held in 
the user’s lap and thus cannot get rid of much more waste heat than this without the user experiencing 
some discomfort (or being annoyed by a noisy fan, think of a 1kW hairdryer).

We set a heat-flux density limit of 100 Watts per cubic centimeter, since this is roughly 
the most that can be achieved using ordinary air-cooling capabilities.  (Actually probably the practical air-
cooling limit is even less than this.)

Finally, we model a standby entropy generation rate of 1,000 nats/s/device.  This fits the 
time constant for decay of a DRAM circuit node today which is about 1 millisecond.  If a storage node 
were set at a low voltage level holding just a few nats of physical information, this would then yield the 
given rate.  However, keeping this low of a rate as devices shrink to smaller sizes is a major challenge for 
nano-device technology.  But we know it is possible, since for example Drexler’s original mechanical rod-
logic interlocks have essentially zero rate of standby entropy generation at room temperature, due to the 
high energy barriers presented by the steric intermolecular interactions between rigidly-bonded carbon-
based structures.  However, whether we can truly maintain this low rate in an all-electric or 
electromechanical technology at nanometer length scales is somewhat of an open research question.  This 
may the most unrealistic assumption in our current model.  I would like to invite other researchers to help 
me develop a more refined scaling model for this parameter, to see how it would affect the results.

However, I should point out that if the desired low leakage cannot be maintained at say 
a 1 nm length scale then the answer is obvious: don’t go down to this scale.  Scaling up the device 
exponentially reduces tunneling losses but only polynomially increases size, cost, and energy.  Therefore 
there will be an advantage to not going to the scale where leakage is totally dominant.
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CostCost--Efficiency Benefits Efficiency Benefits 
of Reversible Computingof Reversible Computing
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Next I wrote a simple numerical optimization program in C that optimizes this model in each 
year’s technology based on the scaling assumptions.  This chart shows number of bit-operations that each 
technology can perform per US dollar, taking into account both time-amortized manufacturing cost and 
energy cost at present electric utility rates.  

In the long run, energy concerns turn out to dominate the situation, but mostly through 
their affect on performance due to the cooling constraints, rather than because of the raw cost of energy 
itself.  This reflects the fact that the total cost of the energy used by a 100-Watt computer operating 
continuously over its 3-year life is currently less than the cost of the computer itself.

The upper, blue line is the cost-efficiency of reversible computers on idealized problems 
for which the algorithmic overheads of reversibility are nil.  The middle, green line is a more conservative 
model that assumes we find no better reversible algorithms for performing arbitrary computations than 
one that was discovered in 1989 by Bennett.  Finally, the lower, red line shows the best that conventional 
irreversible computing can offer.  Notice that its cost-efficiency hits the thermodynamic brick wall 
imposed by Landauer’s principle by the year 2038, and cannot improve further.  In constrast, reversible 
computing keeps improving.  It starts to outperform irreversible computing between now and 2020, and 
becomes 1,000-100,000 x more cost-efficient by the 2050’s.

After 2060, the cost-efficiencies of all technologies drop to 0 in this scenario because 
devices are so cheap that in order to spend as much as $1,000 onyour computer (as the scenario requires), 
it has to contain so many devices that it dissipates more than 100 Watts due to leakage when it is powered 
up, even when it is sitting passively doing nothing at all!  Obviously, in practice, the curves would not 
actually dip – either leakage rates would be further reduced, continuing the upward trend, or the pressure 
to further reduce device manufacturing cost would halt (due to the dominance of energy cost), and so cost-
efficiency would stabilize at the peak level shown.
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• For traditional “irreversible” technology, raw For traditional “irreversible” technology, raw 

computer performance per unit power dissipated will computer performance per unit power dissipated will 
reach fundamental limits soon.reach fundamental limits soon.
–– Before many of us will retire.Before many of us will retire.

•• These limits are unassailable consequences of the most These limits are unassailable consequences of the most 
fundamental facts of known physics.fundamental facts of known physics.
–– Quantum theory, 2Quantum theory, 2ndnd law of thermodynamics.law of thermodynamics.

•• The The onlyonly way to circumvent these limits is with some way to circumvent these limits is with some 
form of reversible computing technology.form of reversible computing technology.
–– At UF we are constructing MEMSAt UF we are constructing MEMS--based prototypes that based prototypes that 

may be practical for ultramay be practical for ultra--lowlow--power apps within 5 years.power apps within 5 years.
•• In the long run, In the long run, allall highhigh--performance computing performance computing 

(subject to reasonable power constraints) will require (subject to reasonable power constraints) will require 
this technology.this technology.
–– It is imperative to focus increased effort and attention on the It is imperative to focus increased effort and attention on the 

optimization of reversible modes of device operation!optimization of reversible modes of device operation!


